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Read  John 14:1-4
1. What do you find hopeful in these verses? 

2. Life can be difficult. Rarely is anyone spared obstacles 
in life. How can belief in God help in a difficult situation? 
What’s your experience? 

Read Matthew 11:28
3. Sometimes the things we face can leave us exhausted. 

Here, Jesus invites those weary and burdened to the 
rest that only He can provide. How could resting in Him, 
no matter how bad you feel or no matter how awful the 
situation you are facing is, see you through?  

4. When you are feeling down, beat up, or at a loss on 
what to do, at what point do you go to God? 
Immediately, never, only after trying to fix it yourself? 

Read Psalm 34:17-18
5. What does it feel like to be crushed in spirit? Make a list 

of those emotions. What does it feel like to be hopeful 
and supported? List those emotions.  

6. If a person who is skeptical about God asked you to 
explain how God can hear them, what would you say? 

7. When you read that God saves us, what do you think 
that means? 

Read Psalm 23:4 
8. What role do you think fear plays when we are trying to 

decide whether to lean on God or not?  

9. What dark valley are you walking through? Who knows? 
Have you told God? Have you talked to someone? What 
one step could you take towards healing this week?

Current Series: The War Within 

Theme: The War Of Depression 
 
Intro: For years the church and Christians at large 
have been okay with talking about things like alcohol 
addiction, broken marriages, character flaws, etc. But, 
what answer does the church have when people 
battle anxiety, depression and mental health? Is it 
simply to pray it away? Do I not have enough faith if it 
doesn’t go away? There are so many questions and 
more often than not there are very little answers. What 
does the Bible have to say about this? Is there any 
hope for people wrestling with this? How can you help 
people who are battling these things? 
  
Icebreaker: Name your best stress reliever. What is 
that thing you do when you need to feel better and get 
recharged? Is it a routine part of your life or only when 
you think about it? What makes it work for you? 

Do you need some? We’d like to help.
When reading the Bible, try this:

1. Read the passage. 
2. Observe what the passage is talking about. 
3. Apply it to your life. 
4. Pray for God to help you apply this daily. 
5. Take some notes on what you’re learning.

FOCUS

Here are some simple ways to walk this
out in your daily life over the next week:

  
Depression is a tough topic but one that 
many people struggle with and through. 
This 6-Day Bible reading plan takes 
comprehensive look at this difficult issue 
and provides very solid Biblical wisdom 
concerning depression and how to deal 
with it.   
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Have questions about this study or about 
Forefront Church? You can contact 

info@forefront.org and our team will help you.
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